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Positioned on the upper rear level of boutique 'The London', this expansive 2-bed, 2-bath property epitomises luxury

living. With 134sqm on title, the breathtaking views of the harbour and picturesque district landscapes from the generous

entertaining balcony will undoubtedly captivate potential buyers.  With generous parking and additional storage, this

urban oasis offers a seamless blend of comfort and sophistication. Ideally located, it is within strolling distance of vibrant

cafes, restaurants, and shops. Enjoy superb transport connectivity with the nearby North Sydney Train Station and the

upcoming Metro Station. This residence will appeal to both professionals and downsizing buyers seeking a lifestyle that

seamlessly combines convenience, elegance, and captivating panoramas.- Exceptional security block with multiple lifts,

quiet back of block- Tightly held and the first time offered since bought off the plan - Spacious living and dining, sliding

doors to the full length balcony- Stylish engineered flooring, ducted air conditioning, hidden laundry- Deluxe stone

wrapped designer gas kitchen with Ilve appliances- Study nook, bedrooms are desirably separated, both with built-ins-

Master retreat opens to the balcony and features a luxury ensuite- Ensuite is fitted with a bathtub and a picture window

to the views- The main bathroom is substantial and finished with dual vanities- Large security car space, 4sqm storage

room, pool, sauna, gym, rooftop terraceDisclaimer: All information contained herewith, including but not limited to the

general property description, price and the address, is provided to Belle Property by third parties. We have obtained this

information from sources we believe to be reliable; however, we cannot guarantee its accuracy. The information

contained herewith should not be relied upon and you should make your own enquiries and seek advice in respect of this

property or any property on this website.


